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My great grandmother, Dr. Bess Carlisle, was a Scotch-Irish Methodist 

who lived in Chicago in the mid-to-late 1800s.  

Chicago at that time was undergoing an economic boom. The city sat 

at the nexus of the canals that connected the Great Lakes to the Missis-

sippi River and the railroads that joined the east and west coasts. In-

dustry was exploding as manufacturers converted raw materials from 

the west and south to finished goods for the more cosmopolitan east-

ern cities. Steel mills, Pullman cars, lumber yards and stockyards needed bodies, and immigrants and rural 

Americans came in waves fleeing famines, wars, slavery, and poverty. Businesses that supported these activities 

including commerce, finance, religion, and education flourished as did the political machine that still maintains a 

strangle hold on Chicago today. From 1860 to 1880, Chicago’s population grew tenfold to 1 million persons.   

The city grew organically, however, and housing, transportation, sanitation and other infrastructure were woeful-

ly inadequate. In many cases, living conditions for immigrants were cramped and squalid and sanitation and wa-

ter quality were dodgy, at best. These conditions were exacerbated by the Great Chicago Fire of 1871 that left 

100,000 people (1/3 of the population) homeless. In addition, there weren’t a lot of regulations in place for worker 

safety and working conditions. The hours were long and the work was physical and dirty. The rituals of daily life 

among the working poor were demanding and Chicagoans lacked many of the basic luxuries we take for granted 

today. In this environment, many people turned to drink, mostly beer and liquor, to blow off steam and socialize. 

Saloons became the social gathering places for men and, in many cases, they also became the hotbeds of social 

dissolution and unrest.  

Bess was a hard worker. She was ambitious and filled with moral rectitude. She studied medicine at the only col-

lege that allowed women to do so, and became one of the first women surgeons. The pho-

to on the right is old and her face is blurry but she is the short woman standing on the far 

left in the operating theatre. (We can thank our lucky stars we are not patients in the 1800s; 

that man looks a little past his sell by date.) Bess was a Protestant and a suffragist and be-

came the head of the Woman’s Christian Temperance Union of Illinois and Indiana. The 

Union ran nurseries, schools, a mission for wayward girls, an employment bureau, a low-

cost lodging house, and a restaurant. All catered to women. Bess worked in the settlement 

houses helping people with their medical needs and there she witnessed the deleterious 

effects of alcohol on families as often she treated women who had been badly beaten by 

drunken husbands and boyfriends. These encounters galvanized the Union’s desire to ille-

galize alcohol and they grew to become a powerful political force behind the movement to 

ban its manufacture, sale and transportation. 

That’s right, my great grandmother was a “dry”. 

I admire Bess’ desire to help others and her courage to improve conditions for women and families. Though the 

unintended consequences of Prohibition are well-known—the development of organized crime syndicates, crimi-

nalizing average citizens, a rise in alcoholism and drug use, among others—there is little doubt it improved con-

ditions for many women and families and helped organize the suffragist movement leading to eventual gains in 

equality for women.  

The irony that Nick and I—Bess’s great-grandsons—make, sell, and ship alcohol is  
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2017 was an ideal growing season with moderate weather dur-

ing bud break, flowering, and set. The beginning of harvest 

was a little tricky, however, and it was a vintage where your 

placement and elevation along the coast of northern Califor-

nia—first ridge vs. second ridge vs. protected interior valleys 

— was very important and access to your own crew was es-

sential as we experienced severe, hot weather around Labor 

Day. Fortunately for us, we sit along the second ridge with a 

gap to the Pacific Ocean and had weeks, if not months, before 

picking during the heat spell and could even lend our full-time 

workers to folks who needed a hand. We also had the shortest 

period of warm temperatures as we were the last region to experience the heat wave and the first to breathe a sigh of 

relief once the pressure zones shifted weather to onshore. I will breathe it again now. Sigh.  

The result? The earlier ripening varieties— certain clones of Pinot noir, for example—were good and will not face 

any of the raisining issues warmer areas might have. Hang time for those lots was shortened maybe a week or two 

versus the average season, however, and we declassified a few of these lots into the Cep pinot that would normally 

make a Peay wine just to be sure the depth and complexity we require of Peay Pinot noirs were met. The later ripen-

ing varieties (the majority of our Pinot and everything else) were unaffected and the cool fall months led to some 

truly noteworthy wines. This is another strong collection of wines and we are excited to share them with you. 
 

Our Viognier is notable for its raciness. It is pure, clean, and energetic without the flamboyance and fatness that can 

push the variety into cocktail wine classification. I love the 2017 Viognier and if you are a fan of the leaner, higher 

acid, non-fruit oriented Viognier we make, I think you will, too. As it warms up in the glass, the nose reveals orange 

rind, lemon and lime pith, and lemon custard. It is not very floral and does not toe up to the peach and lychee cock-

tail fruit bowl. There is also a strong herbal quality of lemon thyme and a hint of dill. The mouth has a great attack 

with candied ginger and key limes shooting straight from the front to the back. There is no fat. It is crisp and finishes 

salty, fresh, and leaves my mouth salivating. This is one of our leaner Viogniers and delicious with raw fish, seafood 

(oysters!), and vegetables (salads, green flavors, use as you would a Sauvignon Blanc). I would try one when it ar-

rives at your door and save a little for the next few years. 

Moderate weather during the 2017 vintage resulted in some of the most seamless Chardonnays we have made. The 

nose on the 2017 Sonoma Coast Chardonnay features aromas of almond, sage, and green banana with a citrus blos-

som perfume. The palate has quite attractive texture - silky and round, yet lively - and finishes with razor acidity 

and salty/brine, wet stone, and lime oil flavors on a long finish. To me, this is our most complete, polished and deli-

cious Sonoma Coast blend to date likely due to vine age and the ideal weather. Our Chardonnay ripens late compared 

to other regions so the Labor Day heat was not a factor. It is excellent now and will age gracefully for 10+ years.  

The Sonoma Coast is made exclusively from our Estate fruit and over-delivers on every level. The blend includes a 

majority of the 15 Pinot noir clones we grow on the 35-acre Pinot noir vineyard. As such it captures the signature 

savory, earth, floral and fruit profile that makes the West Sonoma Coast and Peay Pinot noirs unique. The nose on 

the 2017 Sonoma Coast blend is a knock-out with a prominent orange rind and black tea quality reminiscent of our 

Scallop Shelf cuvée. The mouth confirms the impression on the nose adding aromas of rose Continued on page 3 
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petals and dried herbs along with tart dried fruit qualities. The mid-palate is medium bodied with light silky tannins 

and bright acidity. This a wine where earth, fruit and floral aromas are in harmony and as a result will become even 

better as the wine opens up and/or ages in bottle.  

  

The Savoy Pinot noir is the most easy-going and fruit-oriented of our single vineyard Pinot noirs fully capturing the 

qualities that have made Savoy one of the greatest Pinot noir vineyards in the New World. Though our interpretation 

might be a touch less hedonistic than most producers of this wine, there is a certain come hither quality I find very 

compelling. I often have trouble spitting our Savoy out when I am pouring it all day for customers in the market. The 

aroma on the 2017 Savoy is captivating with sexy rose petal and dried leaf components complementing the iron, dark 

cherry, and red apple skin flavors. The mid-palate is fresh with medium body and silky, light tannins. This is an in-

credibly easy wine to love and is pleasurable right now and will be for the next 10+ years.  

The Pomarium blend is made from clones and blocks that capture dark fruit and earth flavors while also featuring 

high tone floral incense aromas. This offers a broad canvas and a balanced tension to the wine that makes it unique 

among wines from our area and from Pinot made, really, anywhere. As I have noted in the last 3 vintages, the quali-

ty of Pomarium has improved dramatically and is more complex, nuanced and downright delicious than ever before 

and 2017 continues this upward trend. The nose on the 2017 Pomarium is exotic with floral incense aromas envelop-

ing a black tea and tobacco core. The floral quality counter balances the earthy notes and allows the fruit to emerge 

as a cohesive whole. The palate reveals the masculine side with dried leaf qualities, dark berry, blood/iron, and 

green peppercorn spice all held together by fine tannins less grippy than in 2016. Pomarium is the most masculine of 

our Estate pinot noirs and is yummy now but will also reward bottle aging.  
 

Cool climate Syrah often conjures up aromas of grilled meat, herbs, black olive, and game and can also capture floral 

aromas that keep the wine fresh and age-worthy. Being in such a cold spot for Syrah, our two wines feature all of 

these aromas but highlights one style in each cuvée. The 2016 La Bruma emphasizes the violet and lavender notes 

often found in this blend as well as some olive brine and fresh blood qualities I find in the northern Rhône. There is 

a sour cherry mid-palate with black and red fruits flavors but not blue fruit, as often found in warm climate Syrah. It 

is more open on release than the 2015 as was true of all our 2016 wines in relation to 2015. I recommend you try a 

bottle upon release to find out why our Syrah sells out so quickly and stash the rest for 5+ years. 

Only mailing list customers are invited to visit us at the winery in Cloverdale or the vineyard on the coast. Fellow Peay custom-

ers will tell you it is a trek out to the vineyard but well worth it for the view and the time spent on the porch eating cheese and 

tasting wine with Nick. The best time to visit the vineyard is April through August as harvest is hectic for us and it rains most of 

the rest of the year. If you are interested in visiting either the winery or vineyard, just email Jenn at jenn@peayvineyards.com 

with as much lead time as possible and we will try to schedule a visit. 

Another option we have recently started to offer is the opportunity to host a Private Tasting 

in your home or at your club when either Derek or I visit your hometown. We will conduct 

a tasting for 20-30 of your friends, pour 5 Peay wines, and talk about the vineyard, the 

wines, and just about anything except politics and religion (and football, if we are in the 

South.) This is an opportunity to not only have fun and meet our existing customers, but 

also for us to meet new people who may want to join the Peay cult. If this sounds interest-

ing, please contact Derek at derek@peayvineyards.com and he will see if we plan to be in 

your town in the next year and are able to host a tasting. 
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Arriving just barely on time after the hour long drive from Sonoma to Napa County, I hurried 

up the stairs to the meeting room. The room was already filled with people seated at the narrow 

tables arranged like a classroom with a notebook and pen at each seat. At the threshold my nose 

was assaulted with a barrage of smells that felt like walking into a dense invisible curtain. Being 

the last to arrive I slunk through the doorway taking the only empty spot at the front of the room 

feeling the eyes of everyone on me. A man, tall and wearing a crisp blue and white checked 

button-down shirt and gray wool slacks, uncrossed his long legs from his leaning position on the 

edge of the front desk and fully stood up. This signaled that we were to commence and the 

chatter in the room quieted down. “Vanessa WONG?” the man says in the French way that em-

phasizes the last two letters of my name intoning the lingering ring of a great church bell. Again I felt the eyes of the 

room on me. “Yes,” I squeak. “Very well, we can begin.”  

I had signed up for two of the three sessions of a week-long series of olfaction seminars put on by Wine & Flavors.  

Wine & Flavors is essentially a one-man company: Alexandre Schmitt who, after obtaining degrees in chemistry in 

Bordeaux and in perfumery at Versailles, created perfumes and taught perfumery at the university level then eventu-

ally created his own company to teach olfaction to enology students and wine professionals. After hearing about 

Monsieur Schmitt’s seminars from a fellow winemaker, I wanted to attend one.  He periodically toured and taught in 

the Napa Valley but it was years before my schedule aligned with his tour dates to California. Although I have tasted 

wines my entire professional life, I had not taken any formal courses in olfaction since the class I took in Wine Senso-

ry Analysis with Dr. Ann Noble at UC Davis during my college days.  

“What is olfaction?” you might ask. Olfaction, according to the OED is the action 

or capacity of smelling. Wikipedia further defines it as the chemo-reception that 

forms the sense of smell. I use my sense of smell and taste very regularly in my 

line of work as a winemaker. Olfaction has infiltrated my everyday life and even 

in subconscious ways. I once recall observing my youngest son as a baby picking 

up objects and smelling them. This made me laugh out loud, “How funny! 

Where does he get that from?” To this his nanny laughed incredulously, “Why 

YOU, of course!  You are always doing that!”  I even remember the time Nick got 

into a tractor accident and I convinced him to go to the hospital because I 

thought he “smelled weird“ and when he got checked out he found that he had 

cracked a couple of ribs, nicked a vertebrae and lacerated his spleen and a kidney (see Newsletter Issue 8). So in sign-

ing up for these seminars I thought it was okay to skip the introductory session and start right at level 2 of the series. 

It became clear right away that I was perhaps the only participant who had not taken the Level 1 course. After distrib-

uting a white perfume test strip to each person, Alexandre Schmitt wasted no time in 

pointing this out by asking me “Vanessa, what do you smell?” Trying not to be un-

nerved by this forthright inquiry, I attempted to dodge the question, “It’s hard to tell--

there are so many smells in the room.”  “No, there are not. There is one. What is it?”  I 

hesitated. A barely perceptible smirk crossed his lips and he proceeded to call on 

someone else. “Fruit…red fruit.  Berry?” Yes. From somewhere in the middle of the 

room someone blurted out, “It smells like those candies in the round tins”. “No! That 

is a syncretic response. We do not know what this impression means. “I do,” I thought 

to myself. Schmitt took off his black horn-rimmed glasses, polished the lenses and set 

them atop his prodigious bob of salt and pepper curls. “What else?” he probed with 

questions as to the presence and the degree of freshness or florality in the aroma and 

we eventually deduced our way to identifying and eventually naming the aroma as: raspberry.  

A syncretic perception in the world of olfaction, I would later learn, is an impression of a smell that is composed of a 

combination of memories and emotions unconsciously bound to the perception but lacks  
Continued on page 5 
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the differentiation or analysis of the elements to properly and objectively identify it. We as tasters are tempted to 

share this representation of the smell with other tasters but this is ineffective as that impression cannot actually be 

shared with others for they do not share the same memories or emotions attached to that smell. Schmitt serves up this 

acid yet humorous reproach to this way of analyzing aromas in his accompanying booklet to the seminar: “this ex-

plains why one taster goes for lyrical description while others pity him.“  In the world of olfaction, poetic descrip-

tions of aromas are frowned upon. His goal was to train us to perceive the aroma in an analytical way and use the 

same concrete language of description for assessing and identifying the aroma. 

We go through each aroma in this way guided by his haughty yet comical manner, he, launching zingers of his quin-

tessential French snobbishness. I grasp that what I missed on the first day was the Level 1 lecture on the systematic 

method of categorizing and identifying the families of aromas in order to deductively sleuth out the precise aroma. 

What he was teaching us was a way to follow a perception flowchart to accurately evaluate aromas. I also establish 

that Schmitt especially delighted in mildly tormenting students with his sardonic tone especially if one indiscrimi-

nately bumbles through this exercise in aroma identification without putting forth the precise practice of the flow 

chart method he taught us. One student in particular would blurt out guesses seemingly at random as a sort of 

scattershot approach. This young man who was a descendent of the Grgich of Napa 

Valley Chardonnay fame was as earnest as a Labrador retriever but was an easy target 

for Schmitt’s acerbic raillery. “Mango? You detect MAN-GO?” he would drawl out 

with his Gallic inflection resulting in a long pause or “Orange? You smell OR-ANGE? 

Anyone else find orange?” he would ask as he would airily wave the perfume test strip 

under his nose waiting for any response. Then, after a pause, he would state while 

scrutinizing an unknown object in the upper corner of the room, “alas, you have no 

friends” thus lowering the boom on that misguided line of aroma analysis. He would 

then move on to call on some other perhaps less hapless pupil. 

This training taken from the realm of the perfumer on how to identify aromas is a very methodical and disciplined 

practice. I have learned that although somewhat helpful to the work of a winemaker or wine taster, it is not complete-

ly translatable to the world of wine. I have often made the analogy to illustrate my process of creating a blend or a 

wine cuvée by likening it to the way a perfumer creates a scent. Like when putting together the blend for Scallop 

Shelf Estate Pinot noir, I use the barrel lots from the blocks that have the floral and black tea aromas as the base note 

or foundation for the blend. Then I find other barrels that can contribute to the classic pretty plum and cherry fruit, 

other floral tones and sometimes even citrus notes in some vintages. Barrel lots with more forest-y, spice and straw-

berry aromas tend to go into Pomarium while those with darker berry and with savory notes go to Ama.  However, 

unlike a perfumer, I do not have those very compounds that make those smells at my disposal to create my blend.  

That is to say, I cannot put 10 microliters of β-damascenone with 25 microliters of 1,1,6,-trimethyl-1,2-

dihydronapthalene to create a minerally Viognier. Although I am pretty sure a perfumer could not create the smell of 

Viognier either since the make-up of wine is much more complex than a scent—it is an agglomeration and synergy of 

many compounds whose combination is further complicated with its varying acidities, alcohols, tannins whose nu-

merous aromatic compounds have varying interactions due to age and other environmental influences. Blending 

wine is more like orchestrating bodies of aromas and flavors to steer the mixture into something with a certain profile 

and balance. So even though the same chemical compounds as in perfumery are involved, making wine is much 

more akin to cooking than it is chemistry. Alexandre Schmitt related to us an amusing story of how a fellow perfumer 

challenged him to make a copy of Chanel N° 5 and when he presented him with a scent, his adversary boldly derided 

it saying that it was a close approximation but was missing something. To this Schmitt replied, “You are full of merde, 

this is Chanel N° 5”.  In winemaking, I seek to make a wine that embodies an aroma profile rather than seek to create 

it by imitation or attempting to copy something else.  This is the beauty and challenge of farming grapes and making 

wine. We cannot just put (a) together with (b) and get (c). Each vintage presents us different wines with different 

characteristics from one year to the next and our job is to create blends to express the  
Continued on page 6 

Ceci, n’est pas ni mangue, ni orange 
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terroir of a vineyard rather than copy-cat something.  There-

fore it seems somewhat irrelevant in winemaking to be able 

to distinguish mandarin orange from orange.  But it is a 

good exercise much like practicing scales for a musician.   

The olfaction seminars, consequently, were a valuable expe-

rience.  By the end I smelled and practiced identifying 122 

aromas including 22 chemical compounds that are associat-

ed with the aromas that are contributed by oak aging; 27 

compounds often considered defects or flaws in wine but 

perhaps in small amounts, not; and 42 associated with the 

perception of varietal character in wines. A few compounds 

he showed us were so newly discovered that olfaction scien-

tists had not yet determined how to characterize the aroma 

which illustrated to me that there is still so much to learn 

about how aromas and olfaction works.   

I find that I disagree with Alexandre Schmitt on some 

points, however. For example, I think it is okay to describe 

an aroma or flavor with terms that are non-analytical like: 

flabby, tight, or deep. That perceptions guided by vivid im-

agery of memories of baking Christmas cookies, tins of rasp-

berry pastilles, or orange blossoms after a rain are altogether 

valid in the discussion and enjoyment of wine. And that it 

doesn’t really matter that the smell of camphor is wrongly 

identified as mint in a wine or if it is identified at all. Olfac-

tory training is geeky and it is fun but what I seek, after all, 

is balance and harmony along with that which is evocative. 

Sometimes lyrical and even poetic descriptions are the only 

ones that can express what we sense. At times, the best 

wines are simply beyond description.   

 

Schmitt’s demeanor wasn’t all true snobbery. It was partly an 

act which he hammed up a little bit for effect. I learned this 

at the break when I approached him to ask him about a com-

pound that I heard about that was associated with the aroma 

found in Syrah: rotundone (3~{S},5~{R},8~{S})-3,8-dimethyl-

5-prop-1-en-2-yl-3,4,5,6,7,8-hexahydro-2~{H}-azulen-1-one.  

I wondered whether the smell was more like white pepper 

or more like black pepper. Intrigued, he answered in quite an 

interested and even kind manner. He said, “I don’t associate 

the smell with either. I have the rotundone compound with 

me and we shall smell it and 

analyze it comparatively with 

those aroma indicators for 

black pepper and for white 

pepper. Schmitt explained that 

rotundone is not in white 

pepper or black pepper. He 

said that it is its own com-

pound which exists in a specif-

ic Indonesian tree wood and 

cannot be synthesized. (I later researched this online and 

found information in scientific literature that both supported 

this and went against this assertion so I am not certain what 

is completely true). We smelled the black pepper indicator 

aroma which has a dusty and woody component to it and 

comparatively the white pepper presents itself with a more 

musky and sweaty aspect to it. The rotundone is a unique 

smell all by itself. This was quite a revelation to me since the 

Syrah from our vineyard has this unique smell in it: floral and 

peppery at the same time—brighter and less resinous and 

less dusty than either kind of pepper. I’ve always had a hard 

time categorizing the smell in our Syrah as either type of 

pepper so it was a relief to me to learn that it wasn’t one or 

the other but its own singular aroma.  So when you taste 

our Les Titans or La Bruma Estate Syrah, let us know what 

you smell! 

Chemical compound known as 

rotundone 
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not lost on me. The focus at Peay Vineyards, however, is to make an alcoholic beverage that enhances your life, specifi-

cally, your experience at the table. The aromas in a wine stimulate memory and can promote insights on the flavors in 

a dish, in the story behind the wine, or in a related sensory memory that flashes from the deep recesses of your brain. 

This may encourage you to spout the lyrical nonsense Monsieur Schmitt derides in Vanessa’s article but it is one of 

the most appealing and intoxicating creative processes we all can readily spark. Further, in moderation, wine can set 

the mental tone for a conversation by causing you to relax and release stress, facilitating the exchange of stories and 

ideas. As a result wine is a beverage that can bring great joy to our daily lives and is a part of our food culture - and 

our human culture—to be celebrated. Anyone who receives our newsletter is likely to be in agreement, yes? 

Certainly, there is a moment when the negative effects of alcohol begin to outweigh the positive ones, and I think 

most of us know when that is happening to us, and have been there. As in most things in my life, however, I am not 

an absolutist and, for me, the consequences of an occasional over-indulgence are far out-

weighed by the benefits of being able to enjoy a bottle of wine with my meal. I think America 

learned that a strict prohibitive approach to alcohol was not successful national policy, either.  

The 18th Amendment to prohibit the sale, manufacture and transportation of alcohol went into 

effect 100 years ago on January 16th, 1919. Though Prohibition ultimately proved to be a failure 

for America, I raise a glass and say “Happy anniversary, Bess. Let’s toast the gains achieved by 

your efforts, and yet the ultimate demise of Prohibition in the end.” 

Spring Release Worldwide! 2/1-28 Via email and www.peayvineyards.com 

Peay Wine Dinner at Four Seasons  Jackson Hole, WY 2/20 Call 307.722.5000 for a reservation  

Nashville Wine Auction Nashville, TN 2/21-23 www.nashvillewineauction.com 

World of Pinot Noir - Seminar and Saturday Tasting Santa Barbara, CA 3/1-2 www.worldofpinotnoir.com 

American Heart Assoc. Hearts Delight Wine Auction  Washington D.C. 3/7-9 www.heartsdelightwineauction.org 

Cep Release Worldwide! 3/20 Via email and www.peayvineyards.com 

Peay Wine Dinner at Mister Jiu’s  San Francisco, CA 3/21 Tentative. To be announced via email 

Peay Wine Dinner at Bar Boulud  Boston, MA 3/28 Firm. To be announced via email 

Peay Event at Petit Philippe Charlotte, NC 4/10 www.petitphilippe.com 

Peay Wine Dinner at The Fearrington House Inn Chapel Hill, NC 4/11 Reservations at 919.542.2121 

Crohns & Colitis California Wine Classic San Francisco, CA 4/27 www.californiawineclassic.org 

Nelson Atkins Shuttlecork Auction Kansas City, MO 5/2-3 www.nelson-atkins.org/shuttlecork 

Martha’s Vineyard TBD Martha’s, MA 5/3 To be determined 

West Sonoma Coast’s West of West Wine Event —Boston Boston, MA 5/5 www.citywinery.com 

West Sonoma Coast’s West of West Wine Event— NYC Manhattan, NY 5/8 www.citywinery.com 

Spring Open House at Winery Cloverdale, CA 5/11 RSVP required 

Star Chefs & Vintners Gala: Meals on Wheels of SF San Francisco, CA 5/19 mowsf.org/gala 

West Sonoma Coast’s West of West Wine Event —Atlanta Atlanta, GA 5/19 www.citywinery.com 

West Sonoma Coast’s West of West Wine Event— Nashville Nashville, TN 5/22 www.citywinery.com 

Taste: Meals on Wheels of Alameda Fundraiser Oakland, CA 6/6  

- Andy Peay 
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There are 3 methods of shipping: UPS Ground, UPS 2 day air and Pick up at the Open House on May 11th. We use a superb third 

party shipping fulfillment company—Wineshipping. They get lower rates from UPS for shipping wine than any other company in 

the business. We charge you what they charge us. If you get lower shipping rates from other wineries, they are subsidizing the cost 

of shipping. We decided not to raise our prices again this year to cover that subsidy. Money is fungible and we prefer transparency 

with our customers. All Ground orders east of the Rockies ship via Wineshipping’s refrigerated trucks to 5 temperature controlled 

warehouses located in New York, Dallas, Florida, Chicago and Atlanta.  UPS Ground picks up from these warehouses and delivers 

to your door within 1-2 days.  You will receive your tracking notice via email 1-2 days before the delivery. The rates for this service 

are less than UPS Ground from California and much more sound for the wine.  The only catch is we must determine at least one week 

in advance if we will ship your order across country to you in Wineshipping’s trucks.  For this reason, we attempt to be as conserva-

tive as we can be about shipping temperatures and will not ship unless forecasted temperatures are between 35 and 73 degrees.  Ship-

ping will start in Late February for “warm” states and will continue through the spring until it is too warm to ship. 

You will note we did not raise prices on our wines again this year. We try to absorb cost increases to the degree 

possible and only raise prices every few years. 

Wines are limited and the amount allocated of each wine is based on previous purchasing history. Your alloca-

tion will be reflected as a maximum amount when you purchase online. When a wine is sold out it is likely gone 

for good though we hold a few cases back for emergencies. If you would like more than your allocation or a 

wine appears sold out, please put your request in the wish list online or email andy@peayvineyards.com or . 

jenn@peayvineyards.com and we will perform some magic. 

Please use the link in the Release email you received from us a week ago to enter the site to purchase from your 

allocation. You can also head directly to our website www.peayvineyards.com and select Purchase.  Please use 

the user name and password you received when joining the mailing list for your allocations.  If you cannot find 

your user name and password, your user name is the email address you entered when you signed up.  Please 

click on the lost password button at the Wine Shop to be assigned a new password that you can change once in 

your account.  You can also fax orders to 707-894-8723 using the form below. 


